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Happy Spring!!! WOW isn’t it nice to have a glimpse

of what lies ahead.  I just love spring.  

This month in emergency preparedness we have a lot

going on, I know I always say that, but it always feels

like we do.  The biggest news is the neighborhood

CERT drill on April 10 .  Please participate with yourth

neighbors in this Saturday morning drill.  It is beyond

valuable for preparation on a family and

neighborhood level.  Last year we learned A LOT!!! 

It’s almost scary what we learned, only because I’m

glad we were not figuring it out during an actual

emergency.  Take this time to educate all family

members of valuable information such as turning off

the gas, water, and electricity running into your home

(don’t actually turn these off). Learning simple

procedures such as where to meet in your

neighborhood following an emergency will save

valuable time and resources during an actual

emergency.  Watch for something on your door prior

to the drill explaining the situation for the drill. 

Remember, the first step in the drill or actual

emergency is to check on and take care of you and

your family.  Next, check your home for dangerous

situations i.e. foundation cracks, gas leaks, fires, etc.

(this doesn’t include cleaning up messes, there will be

time for that later when you know your neighbors

don’t need your lifesaving help!)  Before leaving your

home hang the appropriate 8½ x 11 card or ribbon on

your home, (as close to the front door as possible or

where the front door was):

Green - “All is well !”

Yellow - “We need help but it is not critical”

Red - “We need immediate help or critical

care.”

Black - “There is a deceased person(s) here.”

White - “This home is vacant or nobody

home.”
(The black card or ribbon should be used in conjunction with any of

the other four cards or ribbons, depending on the situation)

Then as an entire family meet at your designated block

gathering place for more information on what is

needed on a neighborhood level.  I am excited to see

where we need to improve and always feel

empowered by the knowledge I gain during these

exercises.

Next up is the gardening class on April 29 .  We haveth

had some great gardening classes in the past and this

one will not be an exception.  This class is specifically

designed to teach harvesting seeds from current plants

growing in your garden for the following year. This

information is so pertinent.  If we can’t head over to

Harmons to get our produce or to Home Depot to

get our vegetable plants, it is important to know what

seeds to have on hand and plant and how to harvest

seeds from them for the next crop.  The class will go

over: basic gardening techniques, the distinction

between hybrid and non-hybrid/heirloom seeds, when

and how to plant various vegetables, annual and

biennial varieties, how to raise and collect seeds for

various varieties and some tips on preventing cross-

pollination and contamination of seeds. We are very

excited for the class.

Ordering this month will be focused on 72 hour kit

and gardening supplies.    

Have a wonderful month and hope to see you at the

drill!!

Sheri

Upcoming Events:

April 10  @ 8:00 a.m. 
th

Neighborhood CERT Drill - Meet at your

block meeting place

April 10  @ 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
th

Start date for S.J. City CERT class

(www.lamptonfarms.com for more info.)

April 29  @ 7:00 p.m.
th

Gardening / Seed Harvesting

May 27  @ 7:00 p.m.
th

Cooking without power

*All classes will be taught at the LDS Stake Center (off

of 1050 West and 10195 South) unless otherwise noted

http://www.lamptonfarms.com

